ADDENDUM #2

MARCH 6, 2010

Re: HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College
    RFB 10-33 LED Flat Screen Panel Televisions / Monitors

From: HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College
    Thomas Fogarty, Executive Director, Procurement and Business Services
    One HACC Drive
    Harrisburg, PA 17110

To: All Bidders

This Addendum is hereby made part of the Request for Bid No. 10-33 dated February 26, 2010 for the above referenced bid. The provisions of this Addendum are intended to supplement the provisions and scope of work and/or supersede them where contradictory thereto.

This Addendum contains changes to the requirements of the Scope of Work. Such changes shall be incorporated into the Scope of Work and shall apply to work with the same meaning and force as if they had been included in the original Request for Bid. Where this Addendum modifies a portion of a paragraph or phrase of the Scope of Work, the remaining unmodified portion of the paragraph or phrase shall remain in force.

1.1 ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:

a) Question: I was reading the bid and wanted to know if the following would be bid out also (if so I wanted to let you know we can also bid on that)?

   Answer: Mounting, wiring, and installation will be handled by others.

b) Question: Also I don’t see that this will be done via reverse auction – What is the winning factor, are you looking for the lowest price, just checking as I noticed you didn’t ask for a specific monitor and wanted to make sure I know how to choose which manufacturer to run with?
Answer: Price, availability, and functional specifications including energy conservation are the leading decision factors.

c) Question: Can you tell me when HACC is looking for delivery of these?
Answer: Expected purchase will occur in April.

d) Question: Units are to go in to the “sleep mode” in loss of signal and “wake up” mode when system detects the signal. The signal up here means the signal from PC or the signal from the cable?
Answer: This specification was removed in Addendum #1.

e) Are you looking for a true LED screen or one that is LCD – with LED backlight?
Answer: True LED unit.

f) Do you know the approx purchase date?
Answer: See Answer”c”.

g) Are these TV’s or Professional displays for digital signage?
Answer: Essentially, HACC only need TV’s – there is really no reason for the features of professional displays for digital signage.

END OF ADDENDUM